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Paper Money Whole No. 181

"DUTCH CHARLIE"
Gets the Last Laugh

by BOB COCHRAN

Introduction
Charles F. Ulrich was one of the best engravers to work in
the United States during the 19th century. Unfortunately
for him, his "work' consisted of counterfeits of the U.S.
Currency then in circulation. Many examples of the coun-
terfeit notes he engraved have survived, and they are ex-
cellent copies. In fact, one of them even fooled the late
William P. Donlon, one of the most respected collectors
and dealers of modern times!

CHARLES F. ULRICH

LRICH was simply an engraver. His first efforts were
dedicated to "raising" notes of a particular denomi-
nation to a higher value. These notes befuddled the

author ties, and their efforts led them only to the knowledge
that the raised notes were the work of one "Dutch Charlie."
Ulrich was arrested in 1858 and convicted on trumped-up
charges of counterfeiting, but he was able to prove his inno-
cence and was released from prison in 1861.

After that, Ulrich always seemed to "choose the wrong
friends." He spent at least 10 years of his life in prison, and the
last 30 or so years of his life facing permanent incarceration if
he ran afoul of the law. He wasn't particularly successful in
legitimate business, and he just couldn't say "no" when his
"friends" offered him substantial amounts of money to pro-
duce counterfeit plates. On one occasion when he was caught
engraving counterfeit plates, he was forced to aid in the cap-
ture and conviction (by testifying against them) of his associ-
ates in the venture. He was allowed to go free on probation in
exchange for his cooperation and testimony; even then, he was
under constant scrutiny for the rest of his life.

Sometime during 1864 Ulrich was convinced to engrave
counterfeit plates for $100 national currency notes. The first
notes produced were copies of those issued by the Central
National Bank of New York City. The plates were later altered
to produce counterfeits of the Ohio National Bank of Cincin-
nati and The First National Bank of Boston. Two thousand
impressions of notes were printed from these plates.

As good as he was, Ulrich made a serious error on the face
of this plate—and it proved to be a dead giveaway to anyone
familiar with the genuine notes. On the face of the genuine
notes, in the lower right corner of the note under the hand of
the Goddess of Liberty, and in a sun-burst, appears the word
"MAINTAIN." On Ulrich's counterfeit notes, the word reads
"MAINIAIN," the top cross of the "T" being left off. According
to John S. Dye, self-styled "Treasury Expert" and publisher of
Dye's Government Counterfeit Detector, "This defect is generally
mended by reprint, pen or pencil, but not so as to deceive
close observers."

In May of 1867 an associate of Ulrich, Kate Gross, gave him
away to Col. William P. Wood, Chief of the U.S. Secret Ser-

vice. Wood and several agents traveled to Cincinnati, where
they captured Ulrich in an express office. Wood demanded
that Ulrich turn over the plates, and probably offered to "put
in a good word for him" if he did so. Several sources have
indicated that Wood was apparently not above "bending the
law" if the results made Wood look good to his superiors—
and nothing made the Treasury officials happier than the cap-
ture of counterfeit plates! Ulrich not only turned over the
counterfeit plates for the $100 national currency note (which
bore the title of The First National Bank of Boston), but also
handed Wood a completed back and nearlyfinished face plate
for counterfeit $500 national currency notes—which, accord-
ing to Dye, were "pronounced by the experts of the Treasury
Department to be in all respects equal to the genuine."

Wood apparently forgot his pledge to Ulrich; Ulrich was sent
to the Ohio State Penitentiary in Columbus for a term of 12
years.

LABAN HEATH'S COUNTERFEIT DETECTORS

About this time, an enterprising businessman named Laban
Heath had positioned himself as the leading publisher of Coun-
terfeit Detectors. Heath, calling himself a "Teacher of Coun-
terfeit Detection," had convinced officials of the U.S. Treasury
to allow him to reproduce portions of genuine notes in his
books. These vignettes always had a "wedge" covering a small
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portion of the image in order, in Heath's words, "... to prevent
all possibility of counterfeiters making any use of them in their
nefarious business, and yet preserving the symmetry of the
work."

As counterfeit plates of U.S. currency were captured, Heath
convinced Treasury officials to allow him to reproduce these
plates in color in his detectors. Two famous counterfeits were
reproduced in their entirety and included in several editions
of Heath's Infallible Counterfeit Detector, At Sight . One of these
was the famous 50-cent fractional currency note bearing the
"crosseyed" image of U.S. Treasurer Francis E. Spinner; the other
was the $1000 National Currency note (but without the Trea-
sury Seal), engraved by Charles F. Ulrich.

I have a pocket edition of Heath in my library showing these
notes. The title page states that it is the second edition, with a
copyright date of 1866. The cover bears a statement "Pat'd July
2, 1867." The plate depicting the counterfeit $100 note of The
First National Bank of Boston is printed full-size; in my edi-
tion it is glued to the blank back of another page, and folded
in half for easy reference. The face is printed in black, and the
back is printed in the familiar green border with the vignette
of the signing of the Declaration of Independence in black.

WILLIAM P. DONLON
William P. Donlon, Charter Member 74 of the Society of Pa-
per Money Collectors, passed away in 1978 at the age of 86.
He had begun collecting paper money in 1931, and became a

full-time dealer after he retired from the amusement business
in Utica, New York in 1958.

Mr. Donlon was a friend and customer of many famous
dealers and collectors, adding to his substantial New York State
collection of Nationals through purchases and trades with the
famous Albert Grinnell. I believe Mr. Donlon was the only
individual to attend all of the spectacular Grinnell Sales con-
ducted by Barney Bluestone in the 1940s. The "Grinnell Col-
lection" was arguably the best collection of U.S. Currency ever
formed by a private individual, and Mr. Donlon was proud of
the Grinnell specimens he had added to his own collection.

Mr. Donlon developed a catalog numbering system for both
large-size and small-size U.S. currency, and authored two cata-
logs (produced in several editions) on these subjects. He was a
strong supporter of PAPER MONEY during its early days, and
advertised on the outside back cover for many years. He once
got into a "row" with the American Numismatic Association; I
believe for leaving an ANA show early. He was not allowed a
table at the ANA show the following year; his advertisements
contained his photograph upside-down, depicting his anger
at the ANA.

Besides his catalogs, Mr. Donlon produced some of the best
and most important mail bid sales of U.S. currency. The sale
of his own reference collection, used to produce his catalogs,
was distinguished by the numerous "ex-Grinnell" notes, and
was further distinguished by the breadth and quality of its con-
tents. It would certainly rank with any collection sold since.
Most astute catalogers point out pedigrees when they are

"Plate 12" from the 1866 (Second Edition) of Heath's Infallible Counterfeit Detector, At Sight. Face and back
impressions of the plates for counterfeits of the $100 Original Series note of The First National Bank of Boston, Massachu-
setts; this plate was engraved by Charles F. Ulrich, who surrendered it to Col. Wood, Chief of the U.S. Secret Service, in

May 1867.
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known, and "Ex-Grinnell, Ex-Donlon" notes almost always
represent quality and, very often, rarity.

I'm fortunate to have about a dozen of Mr. Donlon's sale
catalogs (the gift of a friend), and they would be excellent ref-
erences, if for no other reason than the superb illustrations of
the notes themselves.

164 $100. ORIGINAL SERIES National Bank Note, Fr. 452, First Na-
tional Bank of Boston. Cancelled vignette, Plate #12, face design,
Printed by American Bank Note Co. A fitting companion to the fol-
lowing back design (See illustration front cover).  1. 0Q.

-" YildWek%*

165 $100. ORIGINAL SERIES National Bank Note. Beautiful proof in
green of back design of First'Charter period. Much more rare than
the actual note which catalogs well into four figures and is seldom
found better than Very Fine. This should go to the successful bidder
of the above Face Design 12011.

Description of the two plate impressions of the Ulrich counterfeit (back of
the plate illustrated) offered in Donlon's Mail Bid Sale No. 8, 1975.

$2.00

MAIL BID SALE NO. 8
Includes Several Consignments

Cataloged by

WILLIAM P. DONLON
UTICA, NEW YORK 13503

CLOSING DATE

November 26, 1975

LOT NO. 164, ONE OF THE RARE ITEMS
FROM THE ROBERT FRIEDBERG COLLECTION

Face impression from the Ulrich counterfeit plate, as depicted on the cover
of Donlon's Mail Bid Sale No. 8. Notice that "Plate 12" appears at the top
left; also note Donlon's description of the item.

MR. DONLON GETS FOOLED

Mr. Donlon issued his Mail Bid Sale No. 8 in the fall of 1975.
In the catalog was a consignment of "Very Rare Essay Proofs
assembled by the late Robert Friedberg." Two of the seven lots
(Nos. 164 and 165) were the face and back of a $100 Original
Series note from The First National Bank of Boston. Mr. Donlon
described them as "proofs," and "Printed by the American Bank
Note Co." An illustration of the back appeared in the catalog,
and the face was illustrated on the front cover of the catalog .

Of course, the illustrations are the same note. The "proofs"
were simply a page (or possibly two) that had been removed
from one of the Heath counterfeit detectors. The face of the
note had two punch holes, the same as the one I have; I as-
sume that all appear this way.

To Mr. Donlon's credit, the two lots were withdrawn from
the sale with no fanfare. According to Gene Hessler, Dr. Glenn
E. Jackson called the error to Mr. Donlon's attention, and ex-
plained to him in detail exactly what these two items were.

BUT GUESS WHAT? The two impressions showed up in Mr.
Donlon's 10th Mail Bid Sale of November, 1976, as lots 937
and 938. Mr. Donlon was content to state only that the "cata-
log did not describe (the two lots) correctly." His comment
with regard to lot 937 is classic: "It is identical with illustra-
tions which have appeared in catalogs or other publications."
What "other publications" come to mind? How about Heath's
Infallible Counterfeit Detector, At Sight , proven by the fact that
the face (now lot 937) is clearly labeled "Plate 12"!

It's my opinion that Mr. Donlon knew exactly where the
plate had come from, but didn't want to admit that he had
been fooled. Instead, he was content to describe lot 937 as an
"Alleged Proof note" and lot 938 as "believed to be a genuine
Proof." So what was he telling prospective bidders—that they
had the chance to bid on what were alleged to be possible
genuine proofs of a counterfeit note?

Mr. Donlon still anticipated that these two lots, although
not now in the (estimated) $1200 class, were certainly worth
"a good 3 figure bid." Interestingly, lots 1014 through 1023 of
this same 10th Mail Bid Sale were examples of Heath's Infal-
lible Counterfeit Detector, At Sight. And, although the cover color
is listed as green, I'd be willing to bet that the purchaser(s) of
lots 1020 and 1021 got a nice bonus bound into their cop-
ies—Plate 12, showing the impression of the counterfeit plate
for the $100 Original Series note from The First National Bank
of Boston! I'd love to find out if lots 937 and 938 sold, and if
so, for how much. I'd also love to find out if the two Heaths,
lots 1020 and 1021, contained the impression from the coun-
terfeit $100 plate; and how much these two lots sold for. I'd
be willing to bet that the purchaser(s) of the two Heath plates
got a bargain, AND a bonus—Plate 12!

EPILOGUE

According to Murray Bloom, Charlie Ulrich passed away about
1908. But many of his counterfeit notes survive, and, accord-
ing to several reliable sources, are eagerly sought-after by some
collectors. (In other words, don't ask me for specifics; like
television's Sergeant Schultz, "I know NOTHING!"). And,
unfortunately, sometimes Charlie's "work" fools beginningand
experienced collectors; so if you fall into that category and are
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HEATH INFALLIBLE COUNTERFEIT DETECTORS
Largest collection of this much sought-after contribution by Laban Heath
it has been our privilege to offer. As usually found all show result of con-
siderable usage. Intact unless described otherwise.

All Rare. Listed without estimates of value
Pocket Editions

Lot

1014 First Edition. Brown cover. With Genuine Bank Note Des
Published by Laban Heath, Boston 1864. 27 pages.

1015 1864. 3rd Thousand. Brown Cover. 31 pages .

1016 1864. 14th Thousand. Brown Cover. Added information and illus-
trations. 32 pages intact.

1017 1864. 17th Thousand. Brown cover. Loaded with information and
well illustrated. 32 pages.

1018 1864. 17th Thousand Duplicate. Brown cover. The text changes
only slightly in the Brown cover editions. 32 pages.

1019 Green cover. Edition unknown as front pages are missing. Text
apparently intact with valuable information. No illustrations. 40
pages less two.

1020 1866 Green cover, Second Edition. More text and illustrations, all
by permission U.S. Treasury Dept. 40 pages. Nice condition.

1021 1866 Green cover, Second Edition as above. Much handling soil and
stains. 40 pages intact.

Banking and Counting House Editions

1022 1866 Edition of the large brown 7 x 10 issue, for use in banks and
by other handlers of paper money. Many illustrations including
Postage Currency. Some of the 40 pages loose, but believed to be
intact.

1023 1873 Revised Edition. Many additional illustrations of National
Currency and others. Green cover with 50 pages intact. 7 x 10 size.
A collector's FIND! Three figure Bid advisable.

Listing of the several Heath's counterfeit detectors offered in Donlon's Mail
Bid Sale No. 10. The descriptions of lots #1020 and #1021 correspond to
the same edition in the library of the author, which contains the impressions
shown in Illustration 1.

considering the purchase of any First Charter Original Series
$5, $50 or $100 notes, get your hands on the SPMC Counter-
feit Nationals Listing to be on the safe side. Charlie created
quite a few "footers" that haunt us today, over 100 years since
he created them—like the one that fooled William P. Donlon
in 1975.

(For more information about Charles F. Ulrich and his ca-
reer, see Brent Hughes' article, "Charles F. Ulrich, 'Boss Cut-
ter— in PAPER MONEY no. 153, pp. 90-92.)
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Starts Here
A Primer for Collectors

by GENE HESSLER

OINS of Ancient Greece and Rome often document

C the existence of monuments and buildings that no
longer exist, and would have gone unrecorded had

they not been shown on the money of the period. Coins of the
ancient world also acted as newspapers—they carried propa-
ganda statements, deified emperors who most people never
saw, and glorified whatever the hierarchy wanted their sub-
jects to see.

Paper money issued by private and state banks during the
19th century often showed by imagery what newspapers and
magazines included in literary detail, i.e., national heroes, con-
temporary state and national leaders, regional ways of life,
methods of transportation including sailing ships and the 19th
century expansion of railroads, and professions, which in-
cluded surveying.

Surveying, closely linked with railroad expansion, is repre-
sented on about a dozen pieces of United States private and
state obsolete paper money. For most subjects on these notes
you can find numerous different engravings. However, bank
notes that include the image of a surveyor all show the same
engraving. The original art work for this surveyor was prob-
ably done by F.O.C. Darley (1822-1888). This prolific Ameri-
can artist and engraver, who created a considerable amount of
bank note art, also supplied the illustrations for the literary
works of Washington Irving, Harriet Beecher Stowe, James
Fenimore Cooper and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. It is likely
that Darley could have also engraved this surveying scene.

The Surveyors is one of thousands of engravings that were
done by hundreds of security engravers for the bank note com-
panies in the last century. Engraving rather than offset print-
ing was and continues to be used as a security feature to prevent
counterfeiting. Counterfeiting has been a menace ever since
the first coin in the Western World was made in 700 B.C.

One can reproduce a flat image photographically, but, a steel-
engraved image that is transferred to a bank note cannot be
adequately reproduced with a camera or photocopier. Bank
notes from the United States, and many other countries, con-
tinue to be engraved in steel or engraved in copper, which is
then nickel-coated. The raised lines on engraved currency can
be felt, and when examined with a magnifying glass do not
compare with images produced by offset lithography.

Most of the approximately 12 different pieces of paper
money that includes the surveying scene are rather expensive.
However, the most inexpensive is the $20 Miners & Planters

(Continued on next page)
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